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ABSTRACT
Many organizations believed that one of their most valuable assets is brand of products and their services. Many researchers pointed out this subject that creating a powerful brand is one key factor for achieving competitive excellence and long-term survival in the market. A proper brand can strengthen his intention for shopping by stability in mind of consumer. Therefore the main goal of research is effect of awareness, association and perceived quality of retailing on shopping intention regarding mediating role of loyalty to retailing (case study: Najm hypermarket in Rasht city). Current research is applied one and regarding classification of research based on the way of data collection it is descriptive. Statistical society of research is all customers of Najm hypermarket in Rasht. Regarding that number of considering sample based on having the best condition is chosen for presenting proper information so sampling method is improbable and purposeful sampling method. For determining number of sample Cochran formula of unlimited society has been used and number of calculated sample is 352 customers of this shop. Tool of data collection in this research is standard questionnaire that has been designed by Das in 2014. For considering hypothesis of research confirming factor analysis and structural equation modeling has been used. Result of research denotes positive and meaningful effect of dimension of retail especial value on shopping intention. On the other hand effect of association of retailing, awareness of sale and perceived quality of retailing on customer’s loyalty was confirmed.
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ALIŞVERİŞ NİYETİ ÜZERİNDE ALGILANAN KALİTENİN PERAKENDE SİSTEMİNDE FARKINDALIK, DERNEK VE PERAKENDE ETKİSİNİN ROLÜ (VAKA ÇALIŞMASI: RAŞT İÇİNDE NAJM HIPERMARKET)

ÖZ
Birçoq kuruluş kendi en değerli varlıklarından biri ürün ve hizmetlerinin marka olduğunu inanılmaktadır. Birçoq araştırmacı, güçlü bir marka yaratma pazarda rekabetçi mükemmellik ve uzun süreli sağlıklı elde etmek için bir anahtar faktör olduğunu bu konuyu işaret etti. Uygun bir marka tüketicinin zihninde istikrar
Organizations can use shopping intention as an index for predicting behavior of consumer. When consumers have positive tendency to shopping this subject is a positive commitment to a brand that directs consumers toward shopping (Wu et al, 35). Shopping intention is a motivating state of customers for shopping that has been known as consequence of perceived value of brand of product or service(Aghazadeh et al, 15, 2013). Estimating the degree of shopping intention of a customer distinguishes his future behavior based on his interests (Karimi Alavijeh and Kakaei Siahkal, 85, 2012) and this factor is a procedural Variable for estimating future performance of a customer against a brand(kim & ko, 2012, 1482:Das, 2013). Satisfied customer have usually tendency to strong shopping, whereas dissatisfied customers tend to another competitor(Hsu et al, 2015). Therefore for measuring tendency to shopping it is supposed future behavior of consumers depends on their attitudes (Wu et al, 2015, 34). Shopping intention of customers and information of them for organization has importance in decision-making like demand of product in future, sectioning market and making strategies of sale(Moller & Herm, 2013, 439). Regarding that in research of Das(2014) retailing has been considered as a brand so in this research variables of awareness of retail, association of retailing, perceived quality of retailing and loyalty to retailing is considered(Das, 2014, 285)

Awareness of retailing in research model has been identified as equal of awareness of a brand as the first dimension of brand specific value. When a consumer has awareness and identification toward a brand this factor can play important role on their shopping intention. The aim of awareness is degree and present power that a brand has in mind of consumer, different methods that brand awareness assess and documents customers remembering the brand (Das,2014,287). Brand especial value to the much degree supports through awareness that consumers make about brand in their mind(Dehdashti et al, 81, 2012). Brand awareness pints this point that if consumers can distinguish a brand and call it and or more simpler does consumer know something about brand or not(Lu et al, 2015, 263).

Association of retailing in research model has been identified equal to brand as the second dimension of brand especial value. One key factor in success of marketing strategy is perceiving consumer’s behavior against brands (Dehdasht Shahrokh et al, 84, 2012). A powerful brand by association in mind of customer creates value both for customer and organization (Hosseini et al, 13, 2013). Brand association may be observed in the form of all features and forms related to good or independent aspects of the good itself. Association is a basis for shopping decision for loyalty to a brand and creates value for companies and customers (Lu et al, 2015, 263). Researchers pointed out this subject that creating a powerful brand is a key factor for achieving competitive excellence and long-term survival in the market. A proper brand
can strengthen his intention for shopping with survival and association on mind of consumer (Moller & Herm, 2013, 441; Santo et al, 2013, 149, Das, 2014, 289).

Loyalty to retailing in research model has been identified equal to loyalty to a brand as the third dimension of brand specific value. Aaker defines brand as a situation that shows how it is probable a customer tend to another brand especially when hat brand creates change in price or other aspects of the good (Seyyed Javadin and Shams, 78, 2007). Loyal customers interpretative shopping tend to an specific brand more probably and increase their share of shopping from that specific brand and by positive word-of-mouth advertisement causes more success(Kamaruddin et al, 2015, 434). One significant feature of loyal customer to a brand is favoritism of a brand and neglecting other bands. In other word loyal customers have positive tendency and behavior toward repeating shopping in future (Aghazadeh et al, 18, 2013). Seeming loyalty as an assets leads to creating plans for enhancing loyalty and it leads to increasing shopping intention in customer (Dehdasht Shahrorkh et al, 84, 2012).

Perceived quality of retailing in research model has been identified as perceived quality of shopper about brand as the fourth dimension of brand specific value. Perceived quality of purchaser about value is resulted from existing relationship between quality and advantages that a customer perceives against the price that pays for it(Aghazadeh et al, 2013,17). Service quality leads to customer loyalty and saving profit for presenters of services and proper performance of the organization in subject of service quality changes organization to a proper station in the view of loyal customers (Chopra, 2015, 243). Perceived quality of brand is a kind of mental association of a brand that has reached higher level and considers the way of brand assets (Das, 2014, 288). Therefore activities related to a brand by increasing perception of brand leads to repurchase behavior(Aghazadeh et al, 2013,15).

Regarding analysis of research variables researcher intends to test research conceptual model in hypermarket. Because in recent years main changes has been done in shopping culture of customers and development of hypermarkets in the country, hypermarkets were less intended to fallow long-term relationship and due to indiscrimination of permanent customers out of temporary, they present equal services and behavior. Another important problem that faces hypermarkets with challenge is that they present their services and goods without attention to gender, income, education, personality, social position, interest and previous shopping if customers. Attention to the problem of privatization of service and goods and suggesting customers regarding features devoted to the same customer is less paid attention to hypermarkets and other great retail hypermarkets (Jalali Gorgani and Mehrani, 2013, 59). Nowadays hypermarkets face severe competition. In such condition increasing number of customers are equipped with high volume of information and have more risk-taking power. They acquire more value that achieve instead of others, are talented to change their shop as changing hypermarket by customer has been changed into a usual action and challenge for retailers. Therefore factors that affect degree of customer tendency to repurchase play vital role at performance and success of hypermarkets. Loyal customers not only have high degree of shopping continuity and increase profitability for the hypermarket but also they remind it with positive attitude. Therefore retailers spend expensive cost for strategies of saving and keeping customers that is due to lack of dominance on determining factors of customer’s loyalty, these budgets are spent for aspects that has the least effect on customer loyalty and increasing efficiency of hypermarkets(Jahandideh et al, 2012,1). Therefore by assessing effective factors of brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and loyalty to a brand in the view of customers and effect of these variables on shopping intention of customers’ researchers intends to find proper answer to the main questions of research that has been identified below:

*how is the effect of awareness of retailing, association of retailing, perceived quality of retailing and loyalty to retailing on shopping intention of customers about Najm hypermarket?*

*Does variable of loyalty to retailing have mediating role in relation between three factors of awareness of retailing, association of retailing and perceived quality of retailing with shopping intention of customers of Najm Hypermarket?*
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purchase intention points customer’s tendency to purchasing a product. Consumers buy the product when they believe that product presented quality or features of real product. Shopping intention is a combination of interest of consumers or customers while buying a product or probability of buying in future. Many studies reported an strong relationship between a procedure and attitude toward a brand or product (Wu et al, 2014, 2). Intention of repurchasing is related to mental probability that a consumer will continue buying product or service in future. Previous studies confirmed that intention of customers or consumes of product or service is determined through level of satisfaction. In real meaning of the word satisfied customers have strong intention of shopping whereas dissatisfied customers tend to another competitor (Hsu et al, 2015, 49). Some studies inferred that shopping intention is in fact tendency of consumer for buying an specific product at distinct time or situation (Ihtiyar & Ahmad, 2014, 594). In the view of especial value theory retailers can facilitate lack of tendency of shopping intention by customer that fallows services through efficient solution of perceived inequality of customers. Shopping intention in fact can be considered as consequence of behavior. Based on theory of planned behavior this theory considers consequence of attitudes, norm principles and perceived behavioral control (Muhamad Yunus et al, 2014, 146).

AWARENESS OF RETAIL BRAND
Awareness means the effect that a brand creates in mind of consumer. Brand awareness in basic concept is brand loyalty and directs brand choosing that affects perception and behavior of consumer. Brand awareness is not merely knowing the name of brand or having and seeing in advance but more need relations like name of a brand, symbol of a brand that are combined in mind of consumer. Brand awareness may be defined as a fundamental factor and process of makingrelationship. Without brand awareness, achieving effects of communication isn’t possible(Yildirim & Aydin, 2012, 698). Brand awareness means how customer can distinguish identified brand out of unidentified in decision-making situation for shopping and remember (Parhizkar & Ebrahimi Abed, 2013, 64). Brand awareness emphasizes a kind of learning excellence for brand. Brand awareness increases market performance of a brand. Support of services is one of the primary factors of creating brand. In marketing consumer literature shows that brand performance helps creating brand awareness and vice versa(chitcharon et al, 2013, 9).

RETAIL ASSOCIATION
Association points relation between brand and consumer (application) including tendency to consumer shopping and advising others. A force that causes a brand to place in minds of consumers and be affected is more due to experience. Brand association can predict repurchase, income of future and value of a company against other markets (Kia, 2012, 94). Brand association for customers provides the possibility in conditions that there is some choices of a brand, the best choice is done through specific cases in mind. Brand association has close relationship with its specific type by customer (Parhizkar and Ebrahimi Abed, 2012, 64). Association of brans is anything related to brand in mind of customer (Ehsani and Javani, 2012, 90). Aker in 2004 states three effective factors on association of company’s ability: the way of doing work by a company and degree of its development. Company’s innovation, degree of global identification of a company. Achieving degree of growth of marketing and general plans of a company and brand is effective among people. Awareness of a brand causes consumers can perceive high efficiency of a company better. Also they should present new products for people who want innovation. In a competitive market it is difficult to be able to find a factor that creates distinction than other products and know it as innovation(kia, 2012, 91).

PERCEIVED QUALITY OF RETAIL
Chowdhury & Habrouk in 2001 stated that consumer reliance besides being basis of perceived quality causes behavioral loyalty. Perceived quality can be defined as customer perception of total quality or
excellence of product or services regarding his expected goal in comparison with another choices. Perceived quality is total and intangible emotion about a brand. However perceived quality is usually based on key dimension. For perceived quality, identification and assessing its main dimension will be useful. When the relationship between a brand and quality of a product before relationship between attributes of product and quality is perceived consumers are more affected by perception of quality (Kia, 2012, 93). Perceived quality has been defined as customer perception of quality or general excellence of a product (service) regarding the goal that product (service) has had and comparing to other products/services of market. This problem is a competitive necessity and many companies have changes client-orientation quality to a powerful strategy nowadays. Satisfied customer through meeting needs and priorities of customers (Dehghani soltani et al, 2013,92).

LOYALTY TO RETAIL
Loyalty is final organizational goal that has a product with specific brand. Priority or shopping preference of a specific brand in a rack of product by a customer names loyalty. Customers found out that their expected brand supplies healthy product compound having lvles of qulity with proper price. This perception of customer will be a basis for new repurchase (Ghasemi and Azizi Darzian, 2013, 79). Customer loyalty is a combination of customer probability for repurchase of similar supplier in future. Apparently customer loyalty has been distinguished as a dominating factor at determining organizational success of a business. In a study done by lam & Burton (2006) they found that loyal customers will participate in repeated purchasing of a supplier and increases their share of purchasing of an especific supplier. They may provide some suggestions or participate in word-of mouth advertisement. In fact customer loyalty can decrease costs and increase profitability and also causes production of better profit (Kamaruddin et al, 2012, 433).

METHODOLOGY
Current research is counted a kind of applied research regarding classification of research based on the goal. Current research regarding classification of research based on the way of data collection is descriptive research that describes sample features and then generalizes these features to statistical society. Descriptive research includes some classification that this research is its surveying type. Statistical society of research is all customers of Najm hypermarket in Rasht city. Regarding that number of considered samples based on having the best conditions, for presenting proper information is chosen, therefore sampling method is improbable and purposeful. Research questionnaire is standard that has been designed by “Das” in 2014. This questionnaire after translation and localization in this research has been used. The se t of questions has been mentioned in the form of questionnaire but includes two separate sections. The first section is related to demographic information of respondents. In this section 6 questions related to gender, age, marital status, education, time of purchase from hypermarket and duration of purchasing from Najm hypermarket were asked. 17 next questions are related to independent, mediating and dependent variables of research conceptual model. Information related to questions of questionnaire have been mentioned in Table (1) regarding number of questions and references:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of model</th>
<th>Number of questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of retailing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of retailing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived quality of retailing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalty to retailing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping intention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF QUESTIONNAIRE

In order to be certain about result of measurement and in simple word claim that data resulted from measurement are reliable, measurement has two features of reliability and credit. In this research by using cronbach alpha reasonable compatibility between questions of questionnaire have been assessed. For considering content validity research questionnaire has been given to experts and authorities and in some sessions their considered reforms was acted on structure and content of questionnaire. Also for more consideration of reliability of questionnaire KMO and Bartletts for variables and the whole questionnaire was calculated that its result has been shown in table (3). After designing and writing questionnaire and confirming it by experts research is going to determining the degree of reliability of questionnaire. Therefore a primary sample including 30 questionnaires was pretested and then by using obtained data of this questionnaire and through statistical software of spss degree of reliance coefficient was calculated for this tool by cronbach alpha method. Amount of cronbach alpha for all index of research and also amount of this coefficient for the whole questionnaire was above 0.7. exact amount of these coefficients has been mentioned in table (2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model variables</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of retailing</td>
<td>0/752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of retailing</td>
<td>0/763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived quality of retailing</td>
<td>0/705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalty to retailing</td>
<td>0/884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping intention</td>
<td>0/750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONFORMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS

In this section two important output of lisrel software in standard solution and meaningfulness coefficient is presented:

MODEL IN STANDARD SOLUTION MODE

This estimation is called standard estimation mode. It is convergent coefficient that is their scale has become alike and there is the possibility of comparison. In a mode that this amount between hidden and apparent variables related to them is seemed equals with the same coefficient of correlation or factor loads (in doing confirming factor analysis) and if it is considered between two hidden variables, are the same coefficient of direction or regression standard β. Factor loads in standard in standard estimation shows degree of effect of each variable or items in explaining variance of scores of variable or main facto. In other word factor load shows degree of correlation of each observing variable (questions of questionnaire) with hidden variable (factors). Result of confirming factor analysis of variables showed that measurement model of variables is proper and all numbers and parameters are meaningful. Index of proportionality of measurement model is as below that shows properness of measurement model of variables. Result of measurement model denotes existence of positive and meaningful correlation between variables in the model. Regarding figure (1) we can observe factor loads of each questions of research. Amount of determination coefficient is a number between 0 and 1 that as it closes 1 amount of variance explaining becomes more.
MODEL IN T-VALUE MODE

Model solution in this mode is called t-value. Model in t-value or meaningful mode shows amount of t statistics that is applied for judgment about meaningfulness of relations. If amount of t statistics locates between +1.96 and -1.96 coefficients are not meaningful and lead to rejecting hypothesis and are meaningful in a state that is out of this limitation. These amounts in modes that are not meaningful are distinguished with red color. Figure (2) shows meaningfulness of coefficient and obtained parameters of the model that all coefficients have become meaningful. Regarding mentioned cases all hypothesis of research are confirmed. Result of considering hypothesis has been mentioned in table (3).

**Table 3:** Results of Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of retailing has positive effect on customer shopping intention</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of retailing has positive effect on customer’s loyalty</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of retailing has positive effect on customers loyalty</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of loyalty has positive effect on customers’ shopping intention</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived quality of retailing has positive effect on customers’ loyalty</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived quality of retailing has positive effect on customers’ shopping</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Regarding confirmation of research hypothesis it is suggested marketing managers of Najm hypermarket use new facilities of contemporary era for awaring their main customers that are dependent to brand emotionally and by benefiting TV and radio communication, mobile phone, intent and any new method that may enhance this awareness. The most important point is that it is suggested this hypermarket strengthen his marketing activity in social network and seem benefits for customers who are member in these networks. Managers and marketers of naim hypermarket use strategy of increasing awareness of consumers for using services of these hypermarkets. For achieving this goal we can use strategy and policy ofactivities of integrated marketing communication such as brochures, billboards, activities of supporting sport and culture events, TV advertisement. Managers and marketers of Najm hypermarket in advertising strategy point their distinct performance than other hypermarkets. On the other hand regarding the third year of establishing this hypermarket as managers told it could take higher position comparing its competitors in the view of sale. Also it is suggested this hypermarket in strategic plans of marketing have many attention to leadership in market and strategy. Regarding positive and meaningful effect of brand association on shopping intention of customers it is suggested managers of Najm hypermarket strengthen this hypermarket and by more awareness of customer provide field for association of hypermarket in mid of customers more. Top managers of Najm hypermarket have always consider changing interest in customers for presenting new services as present new services regarding interest of customers in this form that perceived services by customers is at the same level with expectation of customers or higher than it so that customers’ perception of service quality increases. On the other hand it is suggested this hypermarket support his online shopping services extensively because in this section najm hypermarket in comparison with other hypermarkets has shown weaker performance. It is suggested considering more counter for payment so that expectation of customers decreases and seem progressive volume discount for customers who buy more goods than other customers, and in case customers shopping during a moth excess a distinct border another advantage like free consumption of some goods is considered.

LIMITATION AND FUTURE SUGGESTIONS

This research like any other research is not out of limitation, so researcher tried regarding limitations of research present some suggestions. In research model quality of perceived services of retailing has been considered as a first rank variable. It is suggested in future research quality of perceived services of retailing be considered regarding dimensions of tangibles, reliability, accountability, guarantee and sympathy. Another limitation of research is related to the subject that regarding that in this research only Najm hypermarket was considered, so in regard with strong capabilities of this hypermarket in generalizing result to other hypermarkets we should be careful. It is suggested in future research research model be tested in other hypermarkets of Rasht city. On the other hand regarding that in research model the effect of dimension of brand especial value in the view of Aker hat was changed by Das(2014) to especial value dimension of retailing may not provide all expected aspects of customer expectation about accountability and in case of existence of other variables it may achieve more exact result. It is suggested in future research consider the effect of variables like image of hypermarket, reliance to the hypermarket, shopping experience and personality of hypermarket on shopping intention and finally in this research customer’ loyalty has been considered generally. It is suggested in future research researchers consider dimensions of behavioral loyalty and attitudinal loyalty and its effect on shopping intention.
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